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▸ Describe Bayesian Alternatives
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‣Needs of Organizational Research

‣Clearly describe evidence in favor/against specific hypotheses to non-researchers

‣Precisely estimate the effect of interest

‣Collect data from unique populations
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‣Common Need #1

‣Clearly describe evidence in favor/against specific hypotheses to non-researchers

‣“Absenteeism has a negative linear relationship with job performance”

‣“Power posing is unlikely to lead to more successful interviews”

‣“Team cohesion is minimized by newcomers”
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‣Common Need #1: Clear Description of Evidence

‣Descriptions of evidence must be

‣Understandable and Succinct
‣Lay target audiences
‣Actionable motivation

‣Be continuous
‣Not black and white
‣Provide a sense of greater/less certainty

‣Identify both effective and ineffective options
‣What is likely to work
‣What is unlikely to work
‣Minimize withholding of data
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‣Common Need #2

‣Precisely estimate the effect of interest

‣“How big of a pay gap exists between genders?”

‣“What is the difference in scores from repeated testing instances?”

‣“What is the adverse impact from the selection process?”
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‣Common Need #2: Precise Estimation

‣Estimation of effect must be

‣Clear
‣Lay target audiences
‣Translatable into practice

‣Precise
‣Address the effect of interest
‣Provide accurate bounds of certainty

‣Sensible
‣Provide realistic values
‣Allow for asymmetry within potential ranges
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‣Common Need #3

‣Collect data from difficult to acquire populations

‣Offices

‣Work teams

‣Space exploration missions
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‣Common Need #3: Collect from rare settings

‣Data collection must

‣Not require multiple samples
‣Provide evidence from a single collection
‣No rely on long-term probabilities

‣Minimize the time/cost/respondents used to answer questions
‣Option to end study early
‣Option to use fewer participants than anticipated
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‣Needs of Organizational Research

‣Commonly used statistical methods of experimental research are not ideal for

‣Concisely describing evidence

‣Summarizing uncertainty around effects

‣Collecting data in unique populations

‣Bayesian Methods can address these limitation

CURRENT METHODS AND NEEDS 11
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‣Things we would LIKE to say after a hypothesis test:

‣“There is twice as much evidence from our data in favor of Hypothesis A vs. Hypothesis B”

‣“The data fit the predictions of Hypothesis A 10 times better than the predictions of 
Hypothesis B”

‣“The probability Hypothesis A is true vs. Hypothesis B is 90%”
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‣Things we CAN say after a hypothesis test p-value less than .05:

‣“If the true effect were equal to 0, then we would obtain a test statistic at least as large as 
the one we obtained in our sample 3% of the time”

‣“Because data like the one we observed are unlikely if the null hypothesis is true, then we 
reject that hypothesis in favor of the alternative hypothesis”
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‣Hypothesis Testing with Classic Methods

‣A common metric researchers use to describe support for one’s predicted (alternative) hypothesis 
is the p-value

‣The probability of obtaining a test statistic at least as large as the one obtain, if the 
Null hypothesis were true, under the original sampling intentions.

‣Used to make dichotomous decision regarding truth of the alternative hypothesis

‣Below .05: the data support the alternative hypothesis

‣Above .05: the data failed to reject the null hypothesis (not enough support for alternative)

‣P-values are commonly treated as a measure of support/evidence for/against a 
hypothesis
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‣Common to treat p < .05 as evidence for the alternative hypothesis

‣“We conducted a t test and found that this value is in fact significantly different than its theoretical 
minimum, that is, zero (p = 0.01). Hence, we conclude that, even in teams with low disparity, hierarchies 
emerge.”

‣“Internal training is a significant predictor of firm productivity. For every one standard deviation 
increase in internal training, there is a corresponding 6,901.52 increase in productivity (p < .05). Thus, 
Hypotheses 1a and 2a are supported”

‣Common to treat p > .05 as evidence for the null hypothesis

‣“No significant [intervention[ effects were observed for family supportive supervisor behaviors at 6 
months (p = .14) and at 12 months (p = .07)....The nonsignificant [intervention] effects indicate that the 
intervention did not ameliorate these declines”

‣ “Independent sample t tests...revealed no difference between respondents and non-respondents with 
respect to age (p > .05), and gender (p > .05)”
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‣We wish we could state the probability of the null hypothesis being true:
‣(Oakes, 1986; Heiko Haller & Krauss, 2002, Gigerenzer 2004)

‣“p = .01 is the probability of the null hypothesis being true”

‣Why not? The p-value assumes that the null IS true, and therefore we have to assume the null IS 
true to apply the probability indicated by the p-value in terms of the observing data like ours

DESCRIBE EVIDENCE IN FAVOR OF SPECIFIC HYPOTHESES 17

Sample Asked the 
Question

Percentage Endorsing 
the Statement

Psychology Students 32%

Academic Psychologists 36%

Non-methodology 
Psychologists

26%

Methodology Instructors 17%



‣We wish we could state the probability of the alternative hypothesis being true:
‣(Oakes, 1986; Heiko Haller & Krauss, 2002, Gigerenzer 2004)

‣“You can deduce the probability of the experimental hypothesis being true from p = 
.01”

‣Why not? The p-value only mentions the null hypothesis, and does not implicate any alternative 
description of the world. Low probability of one (null), does not imply high probability of the other 
(alternative)
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Sample Asked the 
Question

Percentage Endorsing 
the Statement

Psychology Students 59%

Academic Psychologists 66%

Non-methodology 
Psychologists

33%

Methodology Instructors 33%



‣The p-value is NOT a direct statement of evidence for or against the null or alternative 
hypothesis

‣Only discusses the null hypothesis

‣The p-value requires assuming the null hypothesis is true

‣Does not compare how well an alternative hypotheses would be supported by the data

‣Does not have a clear description of relative evidence
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‣A Solution that Clearly Describes Evidence must:

‣Clearly state the null hypothesis

‣Clearly state an alternative hypothesis

‣Examine how well the data fit the null hypothesis

‣Examine how well the data fit the alternative hypothesis

‣Describe clearly the evidence for one vs. the other

‣This is called the “Bayes Factor”
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‣Consider a data set where the p-value= .001

‣Should we proceed to reject the null? 

‣The answer depends at least in part on how likely the data are under the alternative. 

‣If the alternative represents a very small effect, the observed value of the test statistic may be almost as 
unlikely under the null as under the alternative.

‣Evidence is a relative concept

‣ Cannot consider the probability of the data under just a single hypothesis

‣Cannot consider the null hypothesis in isolation

‣To evaluate the strength of evidence that the data provide for or against a hypothesis, we need to pit the null 
hypothesis against a specific alternative hypothesis

INTRODUCTION TO BAYES FACTOR 22



‣Bayes Factor (BF) is a way of providing evidence in favor/against a specific hypothesis

‣Describes how well the data fits a hypothesis compared to another hypothesis

‣Provides a clearer more accurate way to describe evidence for the alternative relative to 
the null hypothesis

‣"The BF10 was 3, suggesting that these data are 3 times more likely to be observed 
under the alternative hypothesis than under the the null hypothesis"

INTRODUCTION TO BAYES FACTOR 23



‣Bayes Factor Illustrated

‣Clearly state the null hypothesis
‣“I think the effect size comes from a world where there is not an effect”

‣Clearly state an alternative hypothesis
‣“I think the effect size comes from a world where there is an effect, and this effect could be 
any one of many possible values” (“The prior”)

‣Examine how well the data fit the null hypothesis
‣Draw different effect sizes from the null hypothesis distribution
‣Record the likelihood of the data for each sample value
‣Average the likelihoods to get a marginalized likelihood for the null

‣Examine how well the data fit the alternative hypothesis
‣Draw different effect sizes from the alternative/prior distribution
‣Record the likelihood of the data for each sample value
‣Average the likelihoods to get a marginalized likelihood for the alternative

‣Compare the two:
‣The ratio of the how well the alternative predicts the data to how well the null predicts the 
data is 5 to 1. Therefore, there is 5 times more evidence for the alternative than the null.
‣Bayes Factor = 5

BAYES FACTOR ILLUSTRATION 24



‣Bayes Factor Illustrated

‣Null hypothesis: The data come from a world where the effect size is 0

‣Alternative hypothesis: The data come from a world where the effect size is not 0, and every effect size is equally possible

‣Data: 
‣Pearson’s correlation = .20
‣Sample size = 100

‣Find likelihood of data under null:
‣Look up the density of r =.20 in a t-distribution with 98 degrees of freedom
‣t-value = 2.02
‣Density =  0.053

‣Find likelihood of data under effect sizes from the alternative:
‣Look up the density of r =.20 in a t-distribution with 98 degrees of freedom where -1 is the null effect
‣Find the ratio of the that density to the null likelihood
‣Look up the density of r =.20 in a t-distribution with 98 degrees of freedom where -.99 is the null effect
‣Find the ratio of the that density to the null likelihood
‣Repeat for all other possible effect sizes

‣Weighted (By prior plausibility of the effect sizes) Average of the density ratios = Bayes Factor 

BAYES FACTOR ILLUSTRATION 25



‣Two Bayes Factors commonly provided:

‣Bayes Factor01: Evidence in Favor of the Null relative to the Alternative

‣Bayes Factor10: Evidence in Favor of the Alternative relative to the Null

‣Use whichever Bayes Factor is greater than 1 to ease interpretation

‣If BF01= 3.71: The observed data are 3.71 times more likely under null hypothesis than under the 
alternative hypothesis

‣If BF10= 12.5: The alternative hypothesis predicts the data 12.5 times better than the null hypothesis

‣If BF01= 2: The data are twice as likely to have occurred under the null hypothesis than the alternative 
hypothesis

TWO TYPES OF BAYES FACTORS 26



‣Bayes Factor Advantages

‣More interpretable form of evidence

‣Treats evidence along a continuum

‣Can favor the alternative or the null

‣Publication bias potentially reduced

BENEFITS OF BAYES FACTOR 27



‣Bayes Factor Advantages

‣The Bayes Factor more directly communicates relative evidence of hypotheses

‣Does not require mentioning
‣Long run probabilities
‣Only the null hypothesis
‣Accepting the null

‣Describes fit of data to the hypothesis of interest relative to fit of data to counter-hypothesis

‣Possible (but not recommended) to transform into probability of alternative hypothesis 
being correct

BENEFITS OF BAYES FACTOR: COMMUNICATION 28



‣Bayes Factor Advantages

‣The Bayes Factor treats evidence along a continuum

‣Bayes Factor ranges from -∞ to +∞
‣Smaller = More evidence for the null
‣Larger = More evidence for the alternative

‣the p-value is about error control for dichotomous decisions
‣<.05 The null is false
‣>.05 Not enough evidence to say the null is false

BENEFITS OF BAYES FACTOR: CONTINUUM OF EVIDENCE 29



‣Bayes Factor Advantages

‣The Bayes factor can favor the null OR the alternative

‣the Bayes factor explicitly addresses the likelihood of the 
observed data under each hypothesis

‣the Bayes Factor treats the two hypotheses symmetrically

‣Converges to true hypothesis with larger data

‣the p-value can never find evidence for the the null 
(Gallistel, 2009; Rouder, Speckman, Sun,Morey, & Iverson, 
2009; Wagenmakers, 2007)

BENEFITS OF BAYES FACTOR: NULL AND ALTERNATIVE SUPPORT 30

In NHST or inference by confidence intervals 
and the like, one encodes just one of these two 
theories, the null, and either rejects it or says 
nothing.

What a pathetic choice if we consider both 
theoretical statements important. 

It is unappealing that we cannot state evidence 
for the null ever, and even when the null is 
true. 

I can't endorse not being able to state anything 
about such a reasonable theory as there is no 
ESP. 

When do we reject the alternative?

-Rouder (2016)



‣Bayes Factor Advantages

‣Potentially Reduce Publication Bias
‣With p-values, can never find evidence for the null
‣With Bayes Factor, you CAN find evidence for the null

‣Bayes Factor allows null effects to be meaningful findings
‣Accept the null findings are now evidence (not lack of evidence)

‣ Literature not just comprised of positive findings for competing theories 

‣Meta analysis improves

‣Replication studies less limited in claims

BENEFITS OF BAYES FACTOR: PUBLISH NULL FINDINGS 31
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LIMITATIONS OF BAYES FACTOR
‣Bayes Factor has its limitations!

‣Interpretation is should be qualified

‣Correlated with p-values

‣Often treated as qualitative measure of evidence

‣Error rates not explicit

‣Depends on the prior and alternative hypothesis

32



‣The Bayes Factor Interpretation should be qualified

‣The hypotheses (numerator and denominator) are distributions
‣The null hypothesis is a distribution of possible effect sizes
‣The alternative hypothesis is another distribution of possible effect sizes
‣The Bayes Factor is the ratio of how well the one distribution predicts the data compared to 
another distribution

‣The Bayes Factor has a RELATIVE interpretation

‣“Did the data conform to one prediction better than another?”
‣Not how well the data support the null
‣Not how well the data support the alternative

‣There could be another/better alternative hypothesis

LIMITATIONS OF BAYES FACTOR: QUALIFICATIONS 33
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LIMITATIONS OF BAYES FACTOR: SIMILAR TO P-VALUES

‣Bayes Factor is highly correlated with p-values

‣There is a strong correlation between p-values and Bayes Factors

‣A Bayes Factor of 3 is roughly equivalent to a p-value of .01

‣Therefore, using Bayes Factors will not (directly):
‣lead to a lower false positive rate
‣be completely immune to p-hacking
‣make findings more replicable

‣...above and beyond using a more strict p-value

Correlation between 
Bayes Factor and 

published p-values
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LIMITATIONS OF BAYES FACTOR: CATEGORIZATION
‣Bayes Factor is sometimes treated as 
qualitative measure of evidence

‣Jeffreys (1961) categorized Bayes Factor 
using labels describing the the strength of 
evidence towards the hypotheses

‣Presents the same issues from 
dichotomization of evidence

‣Most prominent Bayesians oppose this use

35



‣Type I and II Error Rates not Explicit

‣Bayes Factor de-emphasize dichotomous decisions
‣Bayesian prefer evidence as falling along a continuum (there is always some credibility 
assigned to all possible explanations)

‣Therefore, no explicit Type I error rate (.05)

‣Error rates can still be calculated
‣Requires deciding on cutoffs
‣Requires deciding on the alternative and prior
‣Requires assuming the null or alternative hypothesis is true

‣Bayes Factor is about relative evidence
‣How likely is one explanation compared to another explanation
‣Not about the null being false or true
‣About the null being more/less likely compared to another explanation

LIMITATIONS OF BAYES FACTOR: LACK OF EXPLICIT ERROR RATES 36



‣The Bayes Factor depends on the null and alternative selected

‣The null is typically agreed upon - No effect
‣The alternative distribution is subjectively chosen

‣Is every effect size equally plausible?
‣Should most effect sizes be small, but still allow for large 
effects?
‣Should only positive effects be expects

‣Solution to Subjectivity of Prior is a Robustness Check

‣Demonstrate how sensitive the results are to differ choices of the 
alternative hypothesis distribution

‣If the qualitative conclusion doesn’t change, then results are robust

‣“For most priors, the Bayes Factor is above 10”

LIMITATIONS OF BAYES FACTOR: DEPENDENCE ON PRIOR 37
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‣JASP (JASP Team, 2018)

‣https://jasp-stats.org/download

‣GUI-based statistical package for performing 
basic Bayesian Analysis

‣Benefits:

‣Free of charge

‣Open-source (GNU GPL v2 \ GNU Affero GPL v3)

‣Supports wide variety of data formats

‣Performs both Bayesian and Frequentist analyses

JASP 39

https://jasp-stats.org/download


‣Open JASP

‣Click on “File”

JASP 40



‣Click on “Open”

‣Click on “Computer”

‣Click on “Browse”

‣Find the datafile: 
network_and_welling.sav

‣Open it

JASP 41



‣Your data file is now able to be 
analyzed

JASP



‣Click on “Regression”

‣Click on “Bayesian Correlation 
Pairs”

JASP



‣Select the pairs of variables of analyze
‣Network-Happiness
‣Network-TaskStress
‣Network-Efficacy

‣Set Prior to 1.0
‣an uninformed prior
‣all effect sizes equally possible
‣Change to a different number depend on 
your prior belief

‣Ask for Prior and posterior plots
‣Prior: What distribution do we think the 
correlation has before examining our data

‣Posterior: What distribution do we think 
the correlation has after taking into account 
our data

‣Ask for Bayes Factor robustness check

JASP



‣Happy but unhealthy: The relationship between social ties and health in an emerging 
network (Howell et al., 2014)

‣Does position in a network linearly relate to physical health and mental well-being

‣Students (N=69) participated in an academic summer school program

‣Measured the network of participants in the program: Whether participant felt “close” to 
the other individual - symmetrized by using maximum tie

‣Predictor: Examined each participant’s centrality (composite of degree, betweenness, closeness, 
eigenvector centrality)

‣Outcomes: After strenuous math task, examined each participant’s
‣Happiness
‣Efficacy feelings
‣Perceived task stress 

EXAMPLE ANALYSIS WITH BAYES FACTOR 45



‣Results

‣Centrality of student during summer school program correlated with

‣Happiness:
‣r = .31
‣p = .01

‣Perceived task stress
‣r = -.40
‣p = .013

‣Efficacy feelings
‣r = .25
‣p =.046

EXAMPLE ANALYSIS WITH BAYES FACTOR 46



‣Bayes Factor Results

‣Happiness:

‣r = .31

‣Bayes Factor = 3.796

‣The dotted-line in the top-right figure represents our alternative/prior belief that the effect size was 
equally likely across any value between -1 and +1

‣Our updated estimate of the distribution of the effect size (solid line posterior), is centered at r = .31 

‣The credibility of null hypothesis (that the effect size is 0) is shown by the gray circle on the solid line. Its 
credibility has decreased by 3.796 times from where it was (gray circle on dotted-line)

EXAMPLE ANALYSIS WITH BAYES FACTOR 47



‣Bayes Factor Results

‣Happiness:

‣r = .31

‣Bayes Factor = 3.796

‣The robustness plot shows that our 
BayesFactor10= 3.791 if we assume that all effects 
were equally likely (prior = 1)

‣If we had a stronger prior (prior < 1), it assumes 
that most effect will be small, and our 
BayesFactor would have increased to at most 
6.36

‣Therefore, under most priors/alternatives, we 
still find between 3 and 6 times more evidence 
for the alternative compared to the null

EXAMPLE ANALYSIS WITH BAYES FACTOR 48



‣Bayes Factor Results

‣Perceived task stress

‣r = -.40

‣Bayes Factor10 = 3.894

‣The dotted-line in the top-right figure represents our alternative/prior belief that the effect size was equally 
likely across any value between -1 and +1

‣Our updated estimate of the distribution of the effect size (solid line posterior), is centered at  r = -.40, 

‣The credibility of null hypothesis (that the effect size is 0) is shown by the gray circle on the solid line. Its 
credibility has decreased by 3.894 times from where it was (gray circle on dotted-line)

EXAMPLE ANALYSIS WITH BAYES FACTOR 49



‣Bayes Factor Results

‣Perceived task stress

‣r = -.40

‣Bayes Factor10 = 3.894

‣The robustness plot shows that our BayesFactor10= 3.894 if we 
assume that all effects were equally likely (prior = 1)

‣If we had a stronger prior (prior < 1), it assumes that most effects 
will be small, and our BayesFactor10 would have increased to at 
most 5.351 

‣Therefore, under most priors/alternatives, we still find between 3 
and 6 times more evidence for the alternative compared to the null

EXAMPLE ANALYSIS WITH BAYES FACTOR 50



‣Bayes Factor Results

‣Efficacy feelings

‣r = .25

‣Bayes Factor10 = 1.087

‣The dotted-line in the top-right figure represents our alternative/prior belief that the effect size was equally 
likely across any value between -1 and +1

‣Our updated estimate of the distribution of the effect size (solid line posterior), is centered at  r = -.25, 

‣The credibility of null hypothesis (that the effect size is 0) is shown by the gray circle on the solid line. Its 
credibility after our data is about the same from where it was (gray circle on dotted-line). Therefore, the 
BayesFactor10 is close to 1.

EXAMPLE ANALYSIS WITH BAYES FACTOR 51



‣Bayes Factor Results

‣Efficacy feelings

‣r = .25

‣Bayes Factor10 = 1.087

‣The robustness plot shows that our BayesFactor10= 1.087 if we 
assume that all effects were equally likely (prior = 1)

‣If we had a stronger prior (prior < 1), it assumes that most effects 
will be small, and our BayesFactor10 would have increased to at 
most 2.251. 

‣If we placed more emphasis on the effect being strong (prior > 1), 
then we would have obtained evidence for the null.

‣Therefore, we do not have strong evidence for or against the 
alternative hypothesis 

EXAMPLE ANALYSIS WITH BAYES FACTOR 52
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WRITING UP THE RESULTS
‣First, we tested the hypothesis that participants who were more central in the network a heavy experienced less 
perceived task stress after a strenuous mental task.

‣We found supporting evidence for a negative linear relationship between network centrality and perceived task 
stress (i.e., BF10 = 3.796) using a uniform distribution as our prior for the distribution of the effect size.

‣Therefore, our data are 3.796 times more likely to be observed under the alternative hypothesis than under the 
null hypothesis 

‣The robustness check reveals that the Bayes Factor is always above 3, unless the prior width is stretched beyond 
1.5

‣With BF=3.796 and equal prior odds, you have a posterior probability of 73.7 % for the alternative hypothesis

53
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‣Null Hypothesis testing has limitations

‣Good for hypothesis comparison

‣No point estimate of effect provided by p-values or Bayes Factors

‣“The New Statistics” (Cumming, 2013; Cumming & Calin-Jageman, 2017)

‣“ Move beyond NHST”

‣“When appropriate, use the CIs”

‣“Adopt estimation thinking”

ESTIMATE EFFECT 55



‣Estimate the Effect

‣Things we would LIKE to say after about the effect 
using Confidence Intervals: (Hoekstra et al., 2014)

‣“We are 95% confident that the effect size is between X and 
Y”

‣“There is a 95% probability that the effect size is between X 
and Y”

‣“The most likely values for the effect size are…”

ESTIMATE EFFECT 56



‣Estimate the Magnitude of the Effect

‣Things we CAN say about the effect using Confidence Intervals:

‣“Using a procedure that generates an interval, where, in the long run, has 95% probability 
of containing the true effect size for all possible values of the effect size, we constructed an 
interval of X and Y” (Neyman, 1937)

‣"There is a 95% probability that when I compute the confidence interval from my data, the 
true effect will fall within the interval"

‣“95% of similarly constructed intervals will contain the true effect”

ESTIMATE MAGNITUDE OF EFFECT 57



‣Limitations of Confidence Intervals

‣Not a measure of probable parameter values

‣The CI DOES NOT have a fixed chance of containing the true value — with what is known 
after observing the data.

‣Affected by sampling intentions and knowledge before collecting the data
 

‣Frequentist CI theory says nothing at all about the probability that a particular, observed 
confidence interval contains the true value; it is either 0 (if the interval does not contain the 
parameter) or 1 (if the interval does contain the true value).

‣The frequentist argument that supports the confidence interval procedure guarantees that the 
specified proportion of the 1–α confidence intervals that we create will contain the true 
parameter value, but it is not possible to make a probabilistic claim for the one interval at hand.

CONFIDENCE INTERVALS 58



‣Limitations of Confidence Intervals

‣Not a measure of precision

‣If you had two samples of equal sizes, and each constructed confidence intervals
‣Sample A: mean=4.5 ; CI = [3.5, 5.5], n =20
‣Sample B: mean= 5.5; CI = [5.0, 6.0], n =20

‣Which would provide the best estimate of the population?

‣Taking the average of both means

‣Weighting Sample B more because the confidence interval is smaller

‣If confidence intervals were measure of precision, then Sample B should be 
weighted more in the population estimate

DESCRIBE EVIDENCE IN FAVOR OF SPECIFIC HYPOTHESES 59



‣A Confidence Interval Does not Contain likely values

‣Only has a fixed average probability of including the true value

‣Can exclude almost all reasonable values, and can be empty or infinitesimally narrow, excluding 
all possible values (Blaker and Spjøtvoll, 2000; Dufour, 1997; Steiger, 2004; Steiger & Fouladi, 
1997; Stock & Wright, 2000).

‣A confidence interval has no distributional information
‣The central values of the confidence are not any more likely
‣The limits of the confidence interval merely define the range of parameter values that would 
not be rejected by p < 0.05. 
‣There is no direct sense by which parameter values in the middle of the confidence interval 
are more probable than values at the ends of the confidence interval. 
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‣Summary of Confidence Intervals

‣Commonly misunderstood 

‣Does not indicate precision of parameter estimate

‣Does not necessarily contain “reasonable” values on any given sample

MISUNDERSTANDING FREQUENTIST CONFIDENCE INTERVALS 61



CREDIBLE /
HIGHEST DENSITY 
INTERVALS
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‣A concept in Bayesian inference, that is somewhat analogous to the NHST confidence interval, is 
the highest density interval (HDI)

‣The 95% HDI consists of those values of θ that have at least some minimal level of posterior 
believability, such that the total probability of all such θ values is 95%. 

‣The NHST confidence interval, on the other hand, has no direct relationship with what we 
want to know; there's no clear relationship between the probability of rejecting the value θ 
and the believability of θ.

‣A credible interval is a statement of the range of values for the statistic of interest that remain 
plausible given the particular sample of data that we have actually observed.

‣The Bayesian credible interval is based on the probability of the parameters given the data.

‣  It collects the parameters that have a high probability into the credible set/interval.

CREDIBLE INTERVALS 63



‣Benefits of Bayesian Credible Intervals

‣Only the Bayesian procedure properly tracks the precision of the estimate.

‣Only the Bayesian procedure covers the plausible values in the expected way

‣Only the Bayesian procedure contains parameters that together have a specific probability 
given the data.

CREDIBLE INTERVALS 64



‣Constructing Credible Intervals

‣In the classical approach, we assume the interval is a random variable
‣we capture our uncertainty about it using the confidence interval

‣In the bayesian approach we assume that the true value is a random variable. 
‣we capture the our uncertainty about the true parameter value by imposing a prior distribution on the 
true parameter vector 

‣We construct the posterior distribution for the parameter vector by blending the prior distribution and the 
data we have

‣We then arrive at a point estimate using the posterior distribution (e.g., use the mean of the posterior 
distribution)

‣We construct an interval that describes 95% of the posterior distribution

‣Credible intervals capture our current uncertainty in the location of the parameter values and thus can be 
interpreted as probabilistic statement about the parameter.
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‣Advantages of Credible Interval

‣Interpretation is closer to natural intuition
‣Points inside an HDI have higher probability density (credibility) than points outside the 
HDI,
‣Thus, the 95% HDI includes the most credible values of the parameter.

‣Contains likely values
‣Represents a distribution of possible parameter values
‣Values closer to the median are more probable

‣Contain “reasonable” values on any given sample
‣Can be asymmetric
‣Can be bounded by the prior to account for impossible values

‣Credible intervals can be asymmetric 
‣Traditional Wald Confidence Interval are symmetric
‣Excludes values with a low probability on a specific end
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LIMITATIONS OF CREDIBLE INTERVALS
‣Credible Intervals have their limitations!

‣Converge to Frequentist Confidence Intervals if uninformative prior chosen

‣Converge to Frequentist Confidence Intervals as sample sizes increase

‣Depends on the prior and alternative hypothesis
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EXAMPLE ANALYSIS
WITH CREDIBLE 
INTERVALS
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REQUESTING CREDIBILITY INTERVALS IN JASP

‣To request 95% Credibility Intervals for each 
correlation in JASP, check-mark the “Credible 
Interval Option” in the dialog menu for the analysis
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WRITING UP THE RESULTS

‣We found a negative correlation between between centrality and perceived task stress (r = - .40)

‣The 95% most likely values for the true correlation between centrality and stress, fall between -.62 
and -.08. Therefore, we are 95% confident that the true correlation is between -.62 and -.08.

‣This interval contains values inside our region of practical equivalence (-.10 and .10), indicating 
there is some degree of credibility/plausibility for correlation coefficients that are too small to 
practically matter for this domain.
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HARD TO 
COLLECT DATA
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‣Collect data with often small samples and difficult to acquire populations
‣Offices

‣Work teams

‣Space exploration missions

‣Complications:

‣Often, only ONE chance to collect the data

‣Time is limited

‣People are limited
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‣How to conduct a Frequentist hypothesis test (Classical Approach)

‣1) Estimate the expected effect size
‣from the literature
‣define the minimal meaningful effect size

‣2) A priori define the tolerated error rate
‣long-term rate of false positive decisions (usually α = 5%)
‣long-term rate of false negative decisions (usually β between 5% and 20%)

‣3) Run an a priori power analysis, which gives the necessary sample size to detect an effect (i.e., to 
reject the null) within the limits of the defined error rates.

‣4) Optionally: Pre-register the study and the statistical analysis that will be conducted

‣5. Run the study with the full sample size that was obtained from the a priori power analysis.

‣6. Do the pre-defined analysis and compute a p value. Reject the null if p < α. 

‣7. Report a point estimate and the confidence interval for the effect size.
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‣Frequentist study design limitations

‣Inferences based on repeated samples
‣20% of samples drawn will have a significant p-value
‣95% of confidence intervals will contain the true parameter
‣In reality, you do not have repeated samples - just one

‣You pre-plan your sample size
‣Need at least at n participants for 80% power
‣Over-preparing is recommended as safe-guard
‣In reality, you do not want to spend more time/money than needed

‣Can only look at your evidence criterion once
‣Need to avoid p-hacking
‣Need to use post-hoc corrections
‣P-values and confidence intervals are based on sampling intentions
‣In reality, you would like to stop as soon as you meet an evidence threshold
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‣What we would like to do with traditional methods

‣Run only the participants we need until we have met a criterion for enough evidence in 
favor/against the hypotheses 

‣Check the data frequently for evidence, to know when to end the study

‣Keep the Type I error rate at minimal levels
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‣What OFTEN do with traditional methods

‣Check occasionally and the inflate type I error rate

‣Use post-hoc corrections

‣Don’t check and use semantics
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‣Checking occasionally and inflate Type I error rates

‣The p-value will eventually be .05 with enough checks
‣The confidence interval will always exclude 0 with enough checks

‣As the sample size increases (notice that N is plotted on a logarithmic scale), the 
proportion of sequences that have rejected the null continues to rise -- in fact 
linearly with the logarithm of N.
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‣Checking occasionally and inflate Type I error rates

‣One of the most commonly self-reported (58%) Questionable Research 
Practices

‣Self-reports close to reports when
          incentivized for truth

‣Thought to be one of the most
     “defensible” QRPs)

‣
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‣Post-Hoc corrections

‣Examples
‣Bonferroni
‣Holm
‣Hochberg

‣Limitations
‣No evidence for anything
‣Lower Power
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‣Don’t Check and Use Semantics, if needed

‣“almost attained significance” (p<0.06)

‣“barely failed to attain statistical significance” (p=0.067)

‣“closely approaches the brink of significance” (p=0.07)

‣“did not quite attain conventional levels of significance” (p=0.07)

‣“essentially significant” (p=0.10)

‣“failed to reach significance on this occasion” (p=0.09)
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OPTIONAL STOPPING
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OPTIONAL STOPPING IN BAYESIAN ANALYSIS
‣Frequentist theory is a “pre-data” theory.

‣It looks forward, devising procedures that will have particular average properties
‣in repeated sampling (Jaynes, 2003; Mayo, 1981; 1982)
‣in the future (see also Neyman, 1937, p. 349). 

‣Bayesian theory, on the other hand, is a post-data theory: 
‣a Bayesian analyst uses the information in the data to determine what is reasonable to believe, in light of the 
model assumptions and prior information. 

‣The sampling plan is irrelevant for Bayesian inference (e.g., Berger & Mortera, 1999; Berger & Wolpert, 1988; 
Rouder, 2014)

‣“the rules governing when data collection stops are irrelevant to data interpretation (Edwards et al, 1963):

‣It is entirely appropriate to collect data until a point has been proven or disproven, or until the data collector 
runs out of time, money, or patience”
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‣Sequential Bayes Factor Procedure

‣Track Bayes Factor over time
‣Stop at predetermined evidence threshold
‣Make a conclusion to reject or accept null

‣ROPE-HDI Critical Precision Procedure

‣Collect until desired precision is reached
‣Evaluate whether Credible Interval falls completely within/outside 

            Region of Practical Equivalence (ROPE)
‣Make a conclusion to reject or accept null
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‣Sequential Bayes Factor Procedure

‣Step 1: Pick a threshold of evidence (e.g. BF > 10 
and BF < -10)

‣Step 2: Pick a minimum and maximum sample 
size

‣Step 3: Collect minimum sample size

‣Step 4: Examine Bayes Factor
‣If past evidence threshold stop
‣If below evidence threshold: continue

‣Step 5: Stop study at maximum sample size

‣Step 6: Make a conclusion
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‣ROPE-HDI Critical Precision Procedure

‣Step 1: Pick a Region of Practical Equivalence (ROPE)
‣Range of effect sizes that are equivalent to no difference
‣Example r = -.1 to +.1
‣Width of ROPE = .02

‣Step 2: Pick a minimum and maximum sample size
‣Step 3: Evaluate whether Credible Interval has a desired level of precision 
falls completely within

‣Is the width is less than 0.016 (.8*width of ROPE) then stop
‣Is the credible interval completely inside the ROPE - Accept Null
‣Is the credible interval completely outside the ROPE - Reject Null

‣Step 4: Collect more data until you reject or accept null

‣Step 5: Make a conclusion to reject or accept null
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‣Performance of Bayesian Methods for Optional Stopping
‣P-value approach continuously increases the Type I error rate with sequential checks
‣Bayes Factor approach asymptotes at 20% false positive rate when stopping study at BF10= 3
‣Stopping after critical precision has lowest false positive rate (but requires large sample sizes)
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EXAMPLE OF 
SEQUENTIAL ANALYSIS
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‣Bayes Factor Results

‣Happiness:

‣r = .31

‣Bayes Factor = 3.796

‣If evidence threshold is at 3 or ⅓, then the 
threshold met after 45 participants
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‣Bayes Factor Results

‣Perceived task stress

‣r = -.40

‣Bayes Factor = 3.894

‣If evidence threshold is at 3 or ⅓, then the 
threshold met after 25 participants

‣Often a pre-specified sample size is used to 
provide a minimum degree of precision
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‣Bayes Factor Results

‣Efficacy feelings

‣r = .25

‣Bayes Factor = 1.087

‣If evidence threshold is at 3 or ⅓, then the 
threshold met after 30 participants
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CONDUCTING
BAYESIAN
ANALYSES
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‣7 Steps of Bayesian Analysis for Experimental/Correlational research

‣1. Develop hypotheses
‣Specify prior/alternative hypothesis clearly

‣If using a weak prior, then give all possible effect size equal probability
‣If using a strong prior (meta-analysis, theory, etc.), give the most likely effects the greatest probability

‣Set a region of practical equivalence (ROPE) for what would be considered a practically trivial effect size

‣2. Pre-register study (Ideally): Prior, minimum sample size, maximum sample size, analytic methods, exlcusion criteria

‣3. Collect data

‣4. Perform Bayesian analysis (After minimum sample size)

‣5. Evaluate evidence and parameter estimates

‣6. Collect more data (If needed)

‣7. Stop collection and analysis, and report findings
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‣Bayesian statistics offer many advantages not available with tradition methods

‣Bayesian statistics
‣Increases transparency of tests

‣What are you predicting specifically?
‣What are you specifically not predicting?
‣How much evidence is there for both?

‣Facilitates discourse
‣Talk about the null hypothesis AND the alternative hypothesis
‣Explain more easily
‣All findings bring us closer to understanding

‣Accommodates for realistic constraints in the research process
‣Evidence placed on a continuum
‣Limitations in time/finances
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‣Bayesian Statistics is more about a way of thinking

‣Evidence is continuous

‣We update our beliefs with new data

‣New data must be reconciled with past data and knowledge

‣Focus is on the hypothesis of interest and our current understanding of it

‣Bayesian statistics are not a single method, but a collection of different methods

‣Different schools of thoughts that try to apply Bayesian thinking to experimental data
‣“Null Hypothesis Testing” school of thought = BayesFactor
‣“Effect Size Estimation” school of thought = Credibility Intervals
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